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Abstract. A soft keyboard is popular for inputting texts on the display of
smartphone. As it is a keyboard in display, it has an advantage that can be easily
changed unlike the hardware keyboard. An adaptive soft keyboard is needed as
different types of people use smartphone in various situations. In this paper, we
propose a hybrid system that predicts user behavior patterns using smartphone
sensor log data based on random forest and generates the appropriate GUI to the
predicted behavior patterns by the rules constructed from users’ preference. The
random forest for predicting user behavior patterns has a high generalization
performance due to the ensemble of various decision trees. The GUI mapping
rules are constructed according to the data collected from 210 users of different
ages and genders. Experimental results with the real log data confirm that the
proposed system effectively recognizes the situations and the user satisfaction is
doubled compared to the conventional methods.

1 Introduction

Nowadays most of the people use smartphone every day, anywhere. Smartphone
allows users to enter texts through soft keyboard, but it is difficult to input with the
same performance in various situations for different purposes. Since the soft keyboard
is controlled by software unlike the hardware keyboard, it can easily change the
keyboard type [1] and can be entered by the gestures [2]. In this paper, we provide
the users with proper GUI according to their situation by exploiting the variability of
the soft keyboard. Romanoa, et al. made the keyboard that had the smaller number of
keys and was entered by using the tap and gestures [3]. Because the QWERTY key-
board has many keys in small display, the key size in the smartphone gets very small.
As the smaller number of keys allows a key to have larger region, it can reduce the
wrong input. However, the new type of keyboard requires extra learning efforts as
many people are familiar with the standard QWERTY keyboard.

Figure 1 is the acceleration vectors in user patterns and available soft keyboard
GUI. For a particular user pattern, the acceleration vector is different from that for other
patterns. Human activities can be recognized by using a classifier with acceleration data
[4]. In this paper, we propose a hybrid system based on the familiar QWERTY key-
board that can be changed in the user’s situations. Random forest is trained with
acceleration, gyroscope, magnetic field and orientation data of smartphone. The trained
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model predicts the user behavior patterns with which the rules generate the adaptive
GUI for smartphone.

The user behavior patterns are constructed from the typing hands and the situations
in which the users mainly use the smartphone. The situations include sitting, standing,
lying and walking. The typing hands include both hands, left hand and right hand. The
main contribution of this paper is to analyze the log data from smartphone to auto-
matically determine the user’s pattern, and generate different GUIs of the keyboard that
keeps the form of the QWERTY keyboard. The GUI is determined by the keyboard
layout of keys, the height of keyboard and the size of keys. The keyboard layout has the
four levels such as standard form, both split form, left shifted form and right shifted
form. The height of keyboard and the size of keys have three levels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works
for adaptive keyboard. Section 3 describes in details the context-aware soft keyboard.
Section 4 shows the experiments conducted to confirm the usefulness of the system.

2 Related Works

Researchers have studied in three aspects to improve input speed and error rate for the
soft keyboard as shown in Table 1. The first aspect is to use new key arrangement
rather than using QWERTY keyboard. It leads to frequent typos because of placing a
lot of keys on a small screen. An alternative method is to reduce the number of keys
and use gestures [3]. It changes the key arrangement to minimize the movement of the
fingers during the key input [5, 6]. There are studies to change the key arrangement by
placing similarly with QWERTY keyboard [5] and analyzing the words in each lan-
guage [6].

Fig. 1. The accelerometer log data for user patterns and the available soft keyboard GUIs
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The second aspect is a visual alternation in the keyboard. They change the color,
size and activation area of the next key predicted based on the current input sequence
with the words dictionary [7–9]. Sakkos, et al. predicted the next word by using words
in the personal dictionary constructed by the user inputs rather than words in dictionary
[7]. Rodrigues, et al. compared three elements (key color, key size and activation area)
of predicted keys [8]. Mathieu, et al. added new button at each corner of the predicted
keys for minimizing the movement of hands [9].

The third aspect is an activation area to determine the value of the key based on the
touch position on the keyboard without any visual change. Because the input in border
of keys is ambiguous in touchscreen, the method determines a proper key depending on
user’s situations. Probability models constituted by using the user input pattern in
various situations are used to determine the key [10, 11]. The models generated by
using user’s input posture and individual input pattern create a proper activation area
[10]. The walk models generated by analyzing users’ walk pattern changes the acti-
vation area [11]. Language models of predicting next keys coordinate the activation
area [12].

Most of research change the keyboard based on the word dictionary. In case of
using the word dictionary, time, skills and additional storage are needed to build the
word dictionary. They have drawbacks to prepare word dictionaries for different lan-
guages. This paper does not use a word dictionary and provides the user with GUI of
soft keyboard according to the behavior patterns. As it keeps the QWERTY keyboard,
the learning efforts can be minimized.

Table 1. Related works for the performance improvement of soft keyboard

Authors Description Elements

M. Romanoa [3] Key arrangement that reduces the number
of keys and uses gestures

Key arrangement

X. Bi [5] Optimized key arrangement that is similar
with QWERTY

Key arrangement

X. Bi [6] Key arrangement to minimize the travel
distance for each language

Key arrangement

P. Sakkos [7] Changing predicted key size by using
personal dictionary

Key size

E. Rodrigues [8] Changing predicted key GUI Key color, key size,
activation area

R. Mathieu [9] Dynamic predicted key generation to
minimize the travel distance

Dynamic key

Y. Yin [10] Generate activation area depending on input
posture and individual person

Activation area

M. Goel [11] Coordinating activation area by using an
acceleration sensor

Activation area

A. Gunawardana [12] Setting a fixed part in activation area Activation area
K. Hwang [13] Word recommended by using dictionary Additional layout

for words
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3 Adaptive Keyboard Generator

Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed system which consists of collecting log
data, preprocessing log data, modeling random forest with log data, predicting user
behavior patterns and mapping the patterns to GUI. The Latin IME is a Google open
source that is running on Android [14]. The main idea is to analyze the user’s behavior
pattern from the log data collected with smartphone, and present a keyboard GUI
appropriate to the pattern.

3.1 Data Collection

In order to recognize the user behavior patterns, the user log data were collected in
smartphone. An Android application was made for collecting log data. While users
enter the English sentences by using soft keyboard, the log data are collected in
background. We used the English sentences proposed by Mackenzie, et al. [15]. Log
data consist of sensor log and key log. Sensor log data such as acceleration, gyroscope,
magnetic field, orientation and light are collected from smartphone sensors. Key log
data such as keyboard GUI, key position, current time, intended key and entered key
are collected from soft keyboard. In this paper, 150 males and 60 females participated
to collect the log data. In a total of 12 different situations, the subjects selected the most
appropriate GUI and entered the sentences 10 times for one situation.

3.2 Data Analysis

In the correlation matrix between the changeable elements of soft keyboard selected by
users and the smartphone sensor log data, the maximum value is 0.32, indicating that
there is no correlation between the sensor data and the GUI. Figure 3 is the scatterplot

Fig. 2. The overall system structure
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matrices for each sensor. According to the user’s situation, the points are shown in
different colors. The points are separated into lying and walking in many scatterplots,
whereas the points of walking, standing and sitting are overlapped.

3.3 User Behavior Pattern Recognition

Random forest is used for predicting user behavior patterns. Decision tree can be easily
understood through the tree structure and achieve high accuracy with fast process.
However, they are subject to get overfitting and bias to features. Random forest based
on the ensemble of decision trees overcomes this problem. It makes several decision
trees and votes the final result based on them. To model decision trees, the features for
splitting a node are selected from a set of randomly chosen attributes [16]. As the result,
the decision trees in random forest have different forms that have better generalization
performance while a decision tree is dependent on training data. In this paper, the
random forest gets the sensor log and key log as input and predicts the user situations
and input posture.

To grow a tree in the random forest, the feature with the highest information gain is
chosen at each node. The information gain for a certain feature Y,

Fig. 3. Scatter plot for the sensor log data
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Information Gain Yð Þ ¼ I Tð Þ �
XS

s¼1

Tsj j
Tj j I Tsð Þ; ð1Þ

is a criterion of splitting data that become purer, where T is the training log data, Ts is
the log data in subset s by splitting with the feature Y, and I(T) is the entropy of the data
T. Random forest has the property of random feature selection. For every tree in the
forest, m features are randomly selected at each node and the tree chooses the feature
with the highest information gain in the m features. It is the difference between the
decision tree and the random forest. The number of random attributes are mainly set to
log2 Mþ 1, where M is the number of attributes in the data, since the number of
random attributes does not have a significant effect on performance. After training the
decision trees, classification is done by voting with the result of trees. The predicted
class r�,

r� ¼ argmaxr2R
X

T2F ½h ljTð Þ ¼ r�; ð2Þ

is the one with the most votes from the trees, where R is the class set, l is the log vector
and T is the tree in the forest F. The output of random forest that is combined by the
outputs of the multiple decision trees makes the result to generalize and reduces the risk
of overfitting. Figure 4 shows the process of voting from the trees.

Fig. 4. Process of voting from trees
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3.4 GUI Generation

Figure 5 shows the possible GUI elements. Keyboard height and key size have three
levels. Layout has four levels such as standard layout, left shifted layout, right shifted
layout and both split layout. Therefore, the proposed soft keyboard can have 36
(3*3*4) different GUIs. In order to map 12 user behavior patterns to 36 GUIs, we
choose the best GUIs from the 36 cases.

The best GUI for each user behavior pattern is determined by the GUI that users
selected most frequently in that situation: We make the rules that match the user
behavior patterns to the GUIs based on the users’ choice for each situation. The
following rules show the result of the best GUI from the collected log data. For the key
size and height, the normal size is the most frequently selected. For the keyboard
layout, left-shifted is always selected for the left input posture.

The sensor log data and the key log data are preprocessed and used to predict the
input posture and situation by using the random forest trained. The rules based on the
number of GUIs for each user behavior pattern in different situations produce the best
GUI for that situation. The rules are as follows.

Fig. 5. The possible GUIs of the proposed soft keyboard
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4 Experimental Results

We analyzed the results for 10 persons among 210 participants for evaluating the
proposed system by using Android smartphone. The subjects entered two sentences in
one set and repeated ten sets for one user behavior pattern out of the total 12 patterns
that are constructed by 4 situations and 3 postures. The sentences are randomly selected
in 500 sentences proposed by Mackenzie [15]. In the result, one subject entered in total
240 sentences.

We conducted 10-fold cross validation by using the collected data. Figure 6 is the
graphs of accuracy and AUC in the various numbers of random attributes. The bar chart
represents the accuracy of random forest and the line chart represents ROC (Receiver
Operating Characteristics) area of random forest. Figure 6(a) is the graph for input
situations and Fig. 6(b) is the graph for input posture. The best accuracy of input
situations is 81.4 % and the best accuracy of input postures is 70.0 %. Because the
accuracy and AUC get lower or unchanged after 6 random attributes, and we chose the
random forest with 6 random attributes while the split node is generated in trees.
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Figure 7 is the boxplot of comparison with other classification methods. The
proposed random forest shows the higher accuracy than other methods. SVM has the
second highest accuracy and MLP has the lowest accuracy.

We conducted the satisfaction test that the subjects chose the satisfaction of 1 to 10
scores when using the proposed keyboard and the standard keyboard. The average
satisfaction of the standard keyboard was 4.7 and the satisfaction of the proposed
keyboard was 8.1, which shows the significant improvement of the user satisfaction
with the proposed system.

Fig. 6. Accuracy and ROC area for (a) input situation and (b) input posture

Fig. 7. Comparison of accuracies with other classification methods for (a) input situation and
(b) input posture
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5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we proposed a context-aware keyboard interface that changes depending
on user’s situations and typing hands. Experiments with the real log data collected from
210 participants resulted in higher user satisfaction. The proposed method was used as
an app for smartphone, which turned out to be acceptable because the new GUI was
initialized without any extra cost. We need to investigate on performance from larger
dataset with more users. Also, comparison with other techniques in the conventional
approach like the use of predictive text should be conducted to show the practical
usefulness of the proposed method.
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